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Tavern-Style
Pizza Since 1950
[image: title-decorations]Nestled in Rogers Park, Candlelite is here to light up the pizza scene. Whether it be the classic margarita pizza, our Candlelite White pizza, or one that you build from the ground up, we try to bring the best of Chicago into our thin-crust tavern-style pizzas.  



private parties
Host your party at 
Candlelite Chicago
No matter the occasion, 
you can celebrate it with us!
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the whole family
Order your favorite dishes in seconds
order
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Packages created with your occasion in mind
parties
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Our Menu
Healthy, fresh food
Chicago's Premier Spot for Thin-Crust Pizza, and much more!
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Order
Order online and enjoy
Your favorite food 
is just a click away!
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Franchising

Contact us for franchising opportunities!
Pat Fowler
franchising@candlelitechicago.com


Reviews
Review by - Yelp

                  Merit m:
                  


Best thin crust pizza!!! This place is a classic and a must try if you haven't been here yet. We celebrated a birthday and the staff and owner were so accommodating and attentive. The food was amazing and the birthday girl had a great time!!  We will always love the Candlelite!



Review by - Yelp

                  Charmaine D:
                  


This place has never disappointed. My first time here was back in the 2000s when I lived in the area. I now live in Edison Park and I'd still go here. For their Feta fries, any of their pizza, and their service. Top notch, excellent neighborhood establishment.



Review by - Yelp

                  Comments E:
                  


Best Pizza in Chicago!  Classic decor!  Love the nostalgic sign!  Community minded owners take care of their neighborhood!  Great food with a fun family neighborhood restaurant (more than just pizza!), but also a cool sports bar vibe!  This historic restaurant has been there forever for a reason!  A must stop when visiting Chicago!



Review by - Yelp

                  Sky R:
                  


Great food and good place for watching games.  Staff is excellent always attentive to you.  I usually sit at the bar with a couple of friends and watch a couple of games on Saturdays; good selection of beers and appetizers. BYW the prices are very reasonable for food and beers. Nice casual place.



Review by - Yelp

                  Jessica U:
                  


Listen, I had just gotten off of a flight. I was tired and hungry, and I had heard good things about The Candlelight, but let me tell you, it was even better than what was promised. Staff was friendly, pizza was great, and the coffee was the best I had in Illinois. Wish there was more stars to give this place!
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Location

7452 N Western Ave
Chicago, IL
60645


Hours

Monday - Thursday
5:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Fri
4:00 pm - 1:00 am
Sat
11:00 am - 1:00 am
Sun
11:00 am - 10:00 pm


Find us on...

Twitter pageFacebook pageInstagram pageYelp page

Contact us

(773)-465-0087
patrick.fowler@candlelitechicago.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


